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Abstract. It is well known that the use of tightly focused continuous
wave lasers can be an effective treatment of common telangiactasia.
In general, the technique requires the skills of a highly dexterous sur-
geon using the aid of optical magnification. Due to the nature of this
approach, it has proven to be largely impractical. To overcome this,
we have developed an automated system that alleviates the strain on
the user associated with the manual tracing method. The device
makes use of high contrast illumination, simple monochromatic im-
aging, and machine vision to determine the location of blood vessels
in the area of interest. The vessel coordinates are then used as input to
a two-dimensional laser scanner via a near real-time feedback loop to
target, track, and treat. Such mechanization should result in increased
overall treatment success, and decreased patient morbidity. Addition-
ally, this approach enables the use of laser systems that are consider-
ably smaller than those currently used, and consequently the potential
for significant cost savings. Here we present an overview of a proof-
of-principle system, and results using examples involving in vivo im-
aging of human skin. © 2004 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1644117]
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1 Introduction
Current photonic-based approaches to the treatment of cut
neous vascular lesions generally require the delivery of high
energy pulses with spot sizes that are large compared to th
size of the targeted vessels.1,2 While the large spot size does
mitigate losses due to light scattering, and potentially allows
for a number of vessels to be treated simultaneously, it als
requires the use of a large device and unnecessarily expos
adjacent tissue to collateral damage. Alternatively, it is pos
sible to use a smaller, relatively low-power continuous wave
~cw! laser that is tightly focused to a spot size approaching
that of the targeted vessels themselves.3 This beam can then
be swept along the vessel, thereby causing coagulation. Trea
ment performed in this manner can be extremely effective, bu
when operated manually it can be tedious, difficult, and time
consuming.4,5 To ameliorate these problems and allow for a
commercially viable device, we have developed a relatively
simple, low-cost, proof-of-principle system to automatically
identify and treat vascular lesions on skin. The system make
use of inexpensive components, such as a low-power lase
source, a standard Intel Pentium II PC, and an integrate
handpiece containing a monochrome video camera, illumina
tion by light-emitting diodes, and a galvonometer-based scan
ner. An elegant multispectral imaging approach to solving this
problem has also been reported.6–9 Our approach differs from
theirs by virtue of our initial design constraints. We placed
particular emphasis on the cost of goods, clinical robustnes
ergonomics, and manufacturability of the system. As a resu
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of this, our device embodies different concepts with regard
illumination, image capture, vessel detection, beam deliv
and laser scanning than theirs. The details of these aspect
presented in this paper.

2 System Design
2.1 Illumination, Imaging, and Acquisition
The tissue is illuminated using a number of light-emittin
diodes~LEDs! ~LED, Agilent, HLMP-BL16!. This LED was
chosen because it is sufficiently bright, is of low cost, and h
high reliability. A peak emitting wavelength of 586 nm ha
been selected because of its avid absorption by both hemo
bin (HbO2) and deoxy-hemoglobin~Hb! while still being rea-
sonably well transmitted by the pigmented epidermis wh
compared to green light, as shown in Fig. 1. This provides
high-contrast images of both veins and arteries. Green l
illumination proved to be less worthwhile, presumably due
its increased absorption in melanin.

In the system, a total of 16 LEDs are arranged in a circu
or ring geometry. The primary direction of the emitted light
aimed towards the center of the camera’s field of view at
tissue plane. The ring is placed near the camera such th
20320 mm zone at the tissue is uniformly illuminated. Th
LEDs are pulsed to provide momentarily higher brightne
than their typically rated output. This is accomplished usin
small rail-to-rail operational amplifier~National Semiconduc-
tor, LMC6484! to switch a MOSFET~Vishay, VN10KM! that
connects the LEDs~and a set of current-limiting resistors!

1083-3668/2004/$15.00 © 2004 SPIE
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Fig. 1 Penetration depth ([ma
21) versus wavelength for the predominant absorbers in skin. Blood absorption data courtesy of Peter Dwyer,

Massachusetts General Hospital. The epidermal spectrum is modeled by assuming a 10% volume fraction, vf , of melanosomes, such that
ma,epidermis5vfma,melanosome . Melanosome absorption model courtesy of The Oregon Medical Laser Center, http://omlc.ogi.edu/spectra/melanin/
index.html
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across the PC’s15 V power supply. The command signal is
synchronized with the camera’s frame rate, and sent from th
CPU ~Micron PC, 550 MHz Pentium II! via a multifunction
IO board ~MIO, National Instruments, PCI-MIO-16E-4! that
is connected to the CPU’s PCI bus. See Fig. 2 for a system
schematic.

Specular reflections are reduced by employing a ring
shaped linear polarizer~POL, Edmund Industrial Optics,
45668! near the light source and a crossed polarizer coverin
the entrance to the camera’s aperture~ANA, Edmund Indus-
trial Optics, 45668!. At near-normal incidence, this crossed
polarizer/analyzer configuration has an average extinction o
99.5% across the illumination band. This effectively elimi-
nates spurious results generated by specular reflection fro
lines or wrinkles on the skin’s surface, thus allowing for in-
creased discrimination.10,11As is standard clinical practice, the
area to be treated is shaved prior to treatment in order to avo
unwanted absorption of the treatment beam by exposed ha
follicles, which endangers the epidermis. This also eliminate
the possibility of hair being mistaken for vessels by the image
processing scheme.

The camera is a standard12 in. format RS-170 analog
charge-coupled device~CCD! ~CCD, WATEC, 902C! contain-
ing 7683494 pixels.The camera’s signal-to-noise ratio of 48
dB matches well with the bit depth of the single-channel 8-bit
image capture board~IMAQ, National Instruments, PCI-
1409!. A 12.5 mm focal length Computar lens@CBC
~America! Corp., Torrence, CA# ~L5 in Fig. 2! is used to
image the tissue plane onto the CCD array. The proper mag
nification is achieved by employing the appropriate stand-of
~7 cm from the lens’ front flange! of the lens from the tissue
plane. Measurements of the system’s modulation transfe
Jou
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function ~object plane to detector! using a positive USAF
1951 test pattern demonstrate a value of 0.5 at a spatial
quency of 11 line pairs per millimeter at the tissue plan
indicating the ability to discern 90mm features. Given the
constraints of space and size, an image area consisting o
central 3203320 pixels on the CCD is set to cover a20
320 mmtissue zone. The IMAQ board allows for the acqu
sition of partial images in a programmable region of intere
which has proven to be faster than cropping the image
software. LABVIEW software ~National Instruments, version
5.1!, running under Windows 2000, is used to coordinate
image data collection, laser control, and scanner position
It is also used to provide a graphical user interface that d
plays ‘‘live’’ video, including highlighting of the detected ves
sels ~see Fig. 3!. Highlighting is accomplished by rapidly
scanning a 650 nm aiming laser beam along the detected
sels. This is done by inserting unprocessed images every
frame in ‘‘ready’’ mode so that the highlighted vessels app
to blink at 2 Hz in the displayed video image. The user
included in the safety loop by virtue of the fact that the
consent must be given as a result of examining this disp
before treatment is initiated.

2.2 Vessel Detection
We employ directional matched filters for vess
enhancement.12–14 In this approach, vessels are considered
be barlike piecewise linear structures. For any given direct
and width, vessels are enhanced using bar-shaped convol
masks composed of a central positive area to amplify the v
sel’s shape and surrounded by a negative neighborhoo
suppress the vessel’s background~Fig. 4!. This basic approach
has been shown to work in retinal images by employing
rnal of Biomedical Optics d March/April 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 2 309
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Fig. 2 System schematic.
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cascade of such ‘‘thick’’ kernels with near-Gaussian profiles.12

These Gaussian edge detectors are known to provide optim
edge localization and signal-to-noise response.15,16 However,
the principal disadvantage of ‘‘thick’’ kernels is their exten-
sive computational burden. An algorithm utilizing a computa-
tionally efficient set of directional matched filters that are sen-
sitive to blood vessels of different orientations and
thicknesses without sacrificing the desirable localization and
signal-to-noise properties of Gaussian cylindrical convolution
masks has been demonstrated. It was able to achieve a ma
mum bandwidth of only 13 Hz when running on a 300 MHz,
DEC Alpha workstation.13 The value of added classification
310 Journal of Biomedical Optics d March/April 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 2
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constraints to increase the sensitivity of basic directio
matched filters has also been reported; however, this com
the cost of increased algorithmic complexity and computat
time.14

Fig. 4 Directional matched filters (‘‘thick kernels’’). By considering
vessels to be barlike piecewise linear structures, vessels are enhanced
using bar-shaped convolution masks composed of a central positive
area to amplify the vessel’s shape, and surrounded by a negative
neighborhood to suppress the vessel’s background.
Fig. 3 Touchscreen GUI.
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Fig. 5 Matched filter template with three edges, E1 , E2 , and E3 ,
sampled along orientation angle u. The central edge, E2 , is divided
into two half-segments, E21 and E22 . A cascade of such multidirec-
tional and multiresolution filters is integrated, resulting in an en-
hanced image that best matches the vessel’s geometry and contains
the optimal response to both filter size and orientation.
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For a handheld device we must accommodate normal res
ing tremor, which has been shown to have a dominant fre
quency component of 3.4 Hz with displacements that are o
the order of our treatment beam’s spot diameter.17 Our appli-
cation, therefore, requires an overall bandwidth of>6.8 Hz to
adequately track this motion. This puts a lower limit on our
image processing speed that is ‘‘near real-time’’ as it is jus
below the frame rate limit that gives a human observer the
illusion of continuity of motion. Our scheme also must be
fully automated and self-optimizing since user input cannot be
expected once treatment has begun. Furthermore, it must pr
vide reproducible and accurate results in the presence of th
ubiquitous noise and ambiguity in biological images. To sat-
isfy these criteria, we have developed an algorithm that em
ploys directional matched filters with added classification
constraints. It provides a high degree of quality and sensitivity
and operates at 10 Hz on a 550 MHz Pentium II PC. The
cornerstone of this scheme is the assumption that vessels c
be treated as barlike piecewise linear structures. The details
our algorithm and its development are to be given
elsewhere.18 Alternative methods, such as morphological fil-
ters, probabilistic relaxation, and parallel gradient tracking
have been shown to often work poorly on images with low
contrast between blood vessels and their background, and d
not always provide a continuous map of a blood vesse
network.19

Our ‘‘thin’’ kernel is made up of three components, theU,
A, andE operators, as shown in Fig. 5. TheU operator emu-
lates a cylindrical gaussian matched filter:

U56~2E22E12E3!. ~1!

To improve the signal-to-noise ratio ofU, images are first
convolved with a low-pass Gaussian smoothing filter whose
kernel size is smaller than smallest expected vessel diamete
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-
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n
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TheE operator measures the nonuniformity of the vesse
background. This allows us to adjust the composite filte
response to simple steps and edges that are not entirely
pressed by theU operator alone:

E52uE12E3u. ~2!

The A operator measures the intensity variations alon
vessel. This attenuates the composite filter’s response in
presence of nonuniformity along a vessel’s ridge much l
the well-known Duda Road operator,20,14

A52uE212E22u. ~3!

The kernel’s composite responseV is calculated as fol-
lows:

V5U1eE1aA. ~4!

The weighting factorse anda may theoretically take on val-
ues between 0 and 1, but in practice are no larger than
Higher weights tend to suppress vessels in the presence
highly nonuniform background or when there is considera
nonuniformity along the vessel itself, such as might be s
when a vessel winds through the skin.

In order to tackle the problem of vessel orientation,
array of filters,V(u,S), is constructed at six different rota
tions (u50°,27°,63°,90°,117°,153°) and at three different
image scales(S52dv,min,2dv,avg,2dv,max). The rotational val-
ues are chosen to be integer pixel steps in order to be q
and easy to compute. The filter scales are chosen corresp
ing to the expected range of vessel sizes(dv,min ,dv,max) input
by the user. At each image pixel, the optimal filter respon
Vopt, is defined as the maximum response obtained over
range of computed orientations and scales:

Vopt5max@V~u,S!#. ~5!

The vessel-enhanced imageVopt(x,y) is then thresholded by a
connectivity-based thresholding with hysteres
algorithm.15,16,13 Finally, morphological processing skeleton
izes the isolated vessels to provide vector coordinates of
vessel’s center lines for scanning.21–23

Figures 6 and 7 show the results of our vessel detec
algorithm on images ofin vivo human skin containing a vari
ety of vessel sizes.

2.3 Beam Delivery and Scanning
These skeletonized vessel maps are used to direct the a
cation of the treatment laser by the scanner. A 2 W 532
diode-pumped solid state laser~DPSSL, Melles Griot, 58-GS-
301! is used for treatment~see Fig. 2!. The output of DPSSL
is controlled via RS232. This laser has a measured pow
dependentM253.260.2, and a minimum waist diameter o
0.32 mm at the output coupler. At the output of the laser he
the beam is expanded and roughly collimated into a 3 mm
diameter beam using a pair of reflecting spherical mirrors i
Galilean-like telescope configuration~M1 and M2, Absolute
Coating, Custom!. The angle of incidence at these two mirro
has been minimized to reduce astigmatism. The collima
beam is coupled into a 50mm diameter, 0.12 numerical ape
ture ~NA! optical fiber ~Lumenis, LLA 11479! using a 12.5
mm focal length achromatic doublet~L1, Edmund Industrial
urnal of Biomedical Optics d March/April 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 2 311
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Fig. 6 Vessel detection: An example containing a few major vessels. (a) Original image. (b) Enhanced vessel image. (c) Vessel trace after segmen-
tation.
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Optics, E32-299!. The beam diameter and focal length are
chosen such that the beam NA nearly matches the acceptan
NA of the fiber, while the size of the laser spot underfills the
diameter of the fiber. The 4 m length of the fiber sufficiently
mixes the light such that at the exit of the fiber both the size
and the NA of the emitted light fill the fiber diameter and NA.
A 650 nm diode laser~AIM, Coherent, 0221-899-50! is folded
into the path via a dichroic mirror~M2!. This aiming beam is
also coupled into of the fiber via lens L1. The output power of
the aiming beam is controlled by an analog output card~AO,
National Instruments, PCI-6711! via the PC’s PCI bus.

The light exiting the fiber face at the distal end of the fiber
is imaged into the tissue plane with a163 magnification
using achromatic doublets L3~Edmund Industrial Optics,
E32-299! and L4 ~Edmund Industrial Optics, E45-140! with
focal lengths 12.5 and 75 mm, respectively. This results in a
well-defined 300mm treatment beam spot size at the tissue
plane. Lens L3 collimates the light emitted by the fiber into a
3 mm diameter beam, which is then reflected off of a pair of
orthogonal galvonometric scanners~G1 and G2, Cambridge
Technologies, 6210!. The galvonometric scanners are each
matched to a single-axis driver~Cambridge Technologies, Mi-
croMax!. This combination has a small step settling time of
120 ms, and allows the use of analog voltage for scan angle
control, as well as analog positional feedback. The contro
voltage for the galvonometric scanners is also supplied by th
analog output card. The galvonometric scanner position i
read back with through the miscellaneous IO card. The gal
vonometric scanners are placed near the front focal length o
lens L4 to create a near-telecentric scan condition. At this
location, an angular deflection of the galvonometric scanne
mirrors of 64.5° is sufficient for full scan coverage of the
beam over the20320 mm area at the tissue. Lens L4 also
312 Journal of Biomedical Optics d March/April 2004 d Vol. 9 No. 2
e
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focuses the beam into the tissue plane. Furthermore, bec
of the small angles used in conjunction with the relative
long focal length of L4,f tanu 'fu, no correction is required
to linearize the scanning. A full reflecting flat mirror~M3,
Edmund Industrial Optics, E32-513! and a dichroic flat beam
splitter ~BS1, Absolute Coating, Custom! are placed in the
path between L4 and the image plane in order to fold
beam into the camera’s field of view. The beam splitter
coated such that it is a high reflector at 532 nm, a par
reflector at 650 nm, and transmits>80% between 570 and
600 nm when placed at an angle of 55°. The thickness of
optic has been minimized to reduce astigmatism in the im
ing system.

3 Principle of Operation
Light from both the 586 nm LED and the 650 nm aimin
beam is efficiently imaged into the CCD. This is due to t
multifunctional spectral characteristics of beam splitter, BS
The vessel detection algorithm is applied to the LED illum
nated images, providing a voltage map for the laser scan
galvonometers. The aiming beam illuminated images are u
to verify the results of the algorithm. The scan starts at
endpoint that is closest to the upper-left-hand corner and
lows that vessel to its conclusion. At branch points, the s
ment that requires the least change in scan direction is
lowed.

The beam can be swept over tissue at variable speeds.
input dictates the beam’s dwell time on tissue,td , by their
choice of the expected vessel size range. Once this rang
vessel sizes is chosen, a geometric mean is calculated to
the value,dv . The beam then moves such that a point on
tissue would be irradiated for at mosttd5dv

2/16a, wherea is
Fig. 7 Vessel detection: An example containing a large density of vessels of varying sizes. (a) Original image. (b) Enhanced vessel image. (c) Vessel
trace after segmentation.
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System for the automated photothermal treatment . . .
the thermal diffusivity of both blood and tissue, here consid-
ered to be the same as that of water,a50.14 mm2 s21. Of
course, this relation is only approximate. Note also that the
dwell time is only accurate along the beam’s center with re-
spect to the scan direction. Obviously, the further towards th
edges of the circular spot, the shorter the irradiation time. A
300 mm treatment beam spot size is chosen in order to hav
more uniform irradiance across the majority of clinically rel-
evant vessels~diameter<200mm!, while not overly compro-
mising adjacent tissue. This also allows for some motion o
the skin relative to the treatment beam, as might occur whe
deciding on scan direction between frames. Of course,
higher frame rate would obviate the need for any such over
compensation, and allow for smaller spots to be used whe
appropriate.

The current image processing algorithm, while optimized
for this application, is still fairly computationally intensive
and is the overall bandwidth bottleneck. The skeletonized im
age is updated approximately every 100 ms. The system the
continues to scan along the line that most closely matches th
of its last known location in the last frame. Because there is
not a lot of movement normally possible in such a relatively
short time span, this decision is made by simply comparing
the pixels around the current scan location to those of the las
frame. The respective vessel segment’s directions are als
compared in order to disallow any unexpected abrup
changes. This way a best match is easily made, and scanni
is even and continuous. Vessels can be scanned any number
times, from only a single pass to continued scanning with the
endpoint determined when the vessel can no longer be de
tected.

4 Conclusion
We have built a relatively small and inexpensive proof-of-
principle system that is able to automatically detect and trea
common telangiactasia in near real-time. However, we hav
not yet deployed the system clinically. Although the system is
fully functional, there are a few upgrades that would go a long
way to enhancing a next-generation device without furthe
complicating the overall scheme. For instance, simply upgrad
ing to a 2 GHz Pentium 4 machine, or switching to a distrib-
uted real-time operating system approach, would speed thing
up considerably and increase the margin of safety. Likewise,
digital camera would allow for greater flexibility in both im-
aging and illumination, especially when combined with a
higher bit depth image acquisition board. With these improve
ments in computational depth and speed, more can be e
pected of the system. For example, the vessel width could b
determined on the fly, and the scanning speed adjusted a
cordingly. Furthermore, once the vessel widths are known th
scanning scheme could be tailored to the vessel type~vein
versus artery! if there existed a mechanism to discriminate
them. This could be done, for instance, by using a two-colo
illumination scheme that exploits the spectroscopic differ-
ences between oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin. Vessels may the
be scanned from their small segments towards their large
segments, orvice versaas appropriate for the type of vessel
being treated. Future enhancements could also include spe
tral cube techniques for imaging and a servo zoom delivery
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system to better match beam size to vessel size. Both of th
however, come at the expense of increasing system cost
complexity.
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